
 
Walking around school on Monday morning, it seemed as if the Gan was shining: I kept seeing traces of 
glitter! 
   
A few flecks by the climber in the Gan space, some more on the tiles by sinks, and more trailing up the 
stairs, where it seemed to concentrate. Following the glitter (because that’s what we preschool teachers 
do), it led me right into Darci Lewis and the glorious Art Studio in Room 100.   
The school has been shining all week as we explore Hanukkah and its attendant story, values, artifacts, 
questions, and traditions. Darci has been leading the charge, inviting each and every child and classroom 
into the Art Studio to work on their own hand-crafted chanukiyah. The glitter is an intentional choice – 
the chanukiyah is a ritual artifact, and also an opportunity to pique the child’s ocular curiosity in light, 
shadow, sparkle, and reflection while connecting it back into the holiday. As Darci always says, 
intentionality is the hallmark of our pedagogical choices. Ritual artifacts and artistic beauty are always 
intertwined at the Gan – you’ll notice that our Art Studio is also home to our large collection of 
chanukiyot, shabbat candlesticks, and shofars, intentionally placed there to encourage our students to 
see these artifacts not as staid but as brought to life through artistic expression.  
 
And so, with sparkles abound, our students have been engaging with the holiday in a myriad of ways in 
their classrooms. Their teachers have laid out candles, dreidels, and chanukiyot in the play areas and our 
children are busy “playing Hanukkah” with joy and festive flair. Hanukkah books and songs abound as 
well, filling our ears and our hearts. And throughout, we maintain a focus on the values of the holiday – 
we celebrate not only because of those who came before us but also because the holiday offers 
meaningful values for our contemporary lives. We learn from Hanukkah about the bravery of believing 
in your cause against all odds and the importance of standing up for yourself in the face of those who 
would have you conform – these lessons are not lost on our preschoolers. And always, as a constant 
thread, the value of community and caring – of being in relationship – runs through everything we do. 
We highlight these values in our classrooms when we tell the story and when we reflect on the whys of 
the holiday.   
 
I learned a values-first approach to Jewish holidays from Ilana Ruskay-Kidd, my preschool director at JCC 
Manhattan when I was a classroom teacher, and always lean back on her fantastic ideas for how parents 
can create a values-first approach to Hanukkah at home. I encourage you to read through Ilana’s 
suggestions here; I’ve shared these with my school communities every winter as director. I find them to 
be such a helpful antidote to the empty commercial secularism that we are all-too-easily lulled into. 
There are real values present within this holiday and Ilana makes them easily accessible for young 
families.  
 
Lastly – the Gan is bursting right now with professional growth and learning. Please peek here to see a 
full list of the robust learning opportunities our teachers have taken advantage of recently, including an 
overview of our Staff Day yesterday, December 8. As you heard from me during Parent Orientation, we 
are four things – joyfully Jewish, Reggio-inspired, inclusive, and antiracist. Our staff have been diving 
into professional growth in each of these Gan cornerstones this month. And if you’re up for some 
(more!) reading – I’ve written a reflection on a Reggio workshop I attended last week along with six of 
our teachers. This is a bit lengthy and introspective, but I hope it will give a helpful insight into our 
school, community, and educational approach.  
 
Shabbat shalom,  
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